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ARIS 9.5 Feature Feature Description

ARIS 9.5
Features

ARIS Architect/ Designer

Favorites management
Use the ARIS App button or pop-up menus to add any type of document to the Favorites tab in 
ARIS (e.g., models, queries, ad-hoc analysis, matrix, report scripts). The favorites are now drag-
and-drop enabled. 

Recently used objects management 
In addition to models, the "Recently used" tab on the ARIS start page contains all other document 
types, such as queries, ad-hoc analysis, matrix, report and customized scripts. The group folders 
last accessed is not shown. 

Matrix model 
Rows or columns selected in matrix models are now highlighted for improved visibility in large 
matrices.

Change password Connection Wizard

Users can update their own password when starting ARIS in the Connection Wizard. Users are lead 
to their own user profile of the Web-based user management interface. For security reasons, user 
name and password are requested to log in to the profile page. Some profile fields are inactive if 
an LDAP connection is used. 

ARIS Administration Script module now 
features a Constant Wizard

The Constant Wizard supports the insertion of ARIS Method items into a script. Instead of copy-
ing and pasting API names from ARIS Method and switching back and forth between the ARIS 
modules, users may run the new "Insert constant" functionality from the pop-up menu, select the 
constant type, and select a specific value, if required. API names are directly inserted in the script 
and for user-defined constants the GUID is added. You may also use the Constant Wizard to replace 
other existing attributes or constants in your script.

Navigation between ARIS Architect/Designer 
and ARIS Connect  

ARIS Connect users with at least an ARIS Connect Viewer license can use the new command "Go-
to ARIS Connect" in order to quickly open and view the model contents displayed in ARIS Connect 
and participate in collaboration activities.

Save a query's result table output as a 
spreadsheet model

Dynamically create spreadsheet models based on pre-defined queries and their table output 
views.

New standard queries to support process 
simulation

Four new standard queries were added to better support process simulation use cases and cre-
ation of spreadsheets.

1. Create end-to-end process overview spreadsheets (top-level VAC).

2. Create HR spreadsheets including attributes for process simulation (EPC with satellites).

3. Create HR spreadsheets including attributes for process simulation (EPC without satellites).

4. Create process expert’s spreadsheets including attributes for process simulation (EPC).

Running any one of the queries will output a table with attribute values relevant for process simu-
lation. Saving the result table output as a spreadsheet model enables the user to quickly enter 
relevant data and run preliminary calculations or even a simulation.

All of these queries can be duplicated (via export and import under a new name) and enhanced 
with additional attributes relevant for other use cases, such as process costing.

Definition of questionnaires
Own model type in ARIS for definition of questionnaires, used as input for ARIS Risk & Compliance 
Manager.

Import user structures from central user 
management

Based on the UMC information the report creates objects and the organizational model(s) including 
the newly created roles, persons, and connections.
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ARIS Architect ext pack: Process Governance

New Web services for user management
The user management Web service supports the creation/change/deletion of users and user 
groups, the setting of privileges and the retrieval of user information.

New Web services for ARIS Connect This service supports publishing of and linking to models in ARIS Connect.

Easy integration of standard workflows in 
ARIS Connect

ARIS Process Governance processes can now be run in ARIS Connect.

New ARIS Web services and extensions of 
existing ones

The new services support the creation/deletion/reorganization of a database and the services “Lock 
status”, “Delete model”, “Static ARIS Business Publisher export” and “Create group” are extended to 
new parameters.

New button “Delegate to me” This function is available for delegating a human task in the Process Board.

New local service This service retrieves the process instance ID.

ARIS Process Governance Configuration user 
interface

Configuration of ARIS Process Governance no longer uses the property file but has been replaced by 
a browser-based and dialog-guided configuration user interface.

Enable/Disable task delegation The property enables or disables the delegation of tasks in ARIS Process Governance. 

Export process in executable format It is possible to export the process design and to autodeploy it on another tenant.
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ARIS Design/ Connect Server component: UMC

License management
ARIS Design and Connect Server now support concurrent licenses and count of licenses actively in 
use. The allocation of licenses can be implemented through user groups.

User and user group copy
Copying a user or a user group copies more data. It is possible to select and copy the user or user 
group assignment, function and/or license privileges of the user/user group. Metadata (e.g., name) 
needs to be specified manually. 

Metadata New metadata fields (description, profile picture and phone number) are now available.

Notifications via HTML e-mails It is possible to send UMC notifications via HTML e-mails. 

Entry paging
Paging is applied throughout all entries in UMC. The default number of entries per page is set to 100 
and cannot be changed.  Select all always applies to all entries of one page. In the user assignment 
dialog you can add all over the selection of a specific button, independent of the number of pages.

LDAP user management UMC supports the initial import of LDAP users, batch updates, and single user sync one by one.

UMC configuration
In the configuration of UMC, editing is supported via dialogs only to avoid mistakes when entering 
for instance boolean values.

User management
In the user license assignment view, all users and/or user groups assigned to a specific license and a 
license count are shown to follow up on usage. Active sessions can be terminated by the administra-
tor.

UMC services
UMC Services are now available as part of ARIS Process Governance Services in content packages, 
which affects UMC because users may become visible.  

ARIS Design/Connect Server component: ADS

ARIS document storage user interface A configuration user interface is now available.

File settings Maximum file size, maximum bandwidth size, and allowed file extensions can be set.

ARIS Architect ext pack: SAP

Consistency of group, model, and object with 
changes in ARIS

This option enables you to change the name of an SAP® function object, with the name attribute of 
the corresponding model and group then changing automatically.

Roll-out support (one-click consolidation)
The procedure of creating a roll-out/implementation project based on a template project is simpli-
fied. After creating the roll-out/implementation project in SAP® Solution Manager, only a single 
action (run the transform template report) needs to be performed in ARIS.

Test Designer now as a separate Designer 
Extension

Test Designer can now be combined with ARIS Designer as a separate ARIS Designer Extension Pack 
in order to better support purely test-related roles in your development organization, such as test 
coordinators and testers.

SAP NetWeaver® Business Client support
Connectivity for SAP® Solutions and transaction start is also available for SAP NetWeaver® Business 
Client.

Synchronization of new SAP® transaction types Synchronization now supports the new transaction types executable variant and URL SAP Application.
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ARIS 9.5 Features

ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager

Policy management: Exceptions 
documentation

The documentation of exceptions in the context of published policies is supported and used as 
input for reviewing and updating policies.

Policy management: Review Regular review of policies to keep policies up-to-date and improve where necessary.

Incident management: Generic incident 
documentation

Incidents can now not only be used for loss management, but also as source of information for 
reviewing, improving, and updating risks, controls, policies, audits, processes, regulations, etc.

Administration and user management 
component

ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager now also uses the standard ARIS Administration and user man-
agement component for user and license management.

ARIS Architect ext. pack: webMethods Integration

ARIS Connect integration

The social collaboration capabilities of ARIS Connect are made available for the Model to Execute 
use case. A direct link in webMethods Designer enables users to jump to the respective solution 
blueprint (process) in ARIS Connect to engage in a discussion about clarifications or proposed 
changes.

ARIS Connect

Portal navigation
The new standard navigation in the portal is based on group structures. It represents an alternative 
to the current navigation which is based on dynamic hierarchies.

Supported model types in the portal
The supported model types for process views in the portal are now extended to cover more 
process diagram types.

Release Cycle Management and APG 
workflows

Custom and standard RCM workflows based on ARIS Process Governance are started from within 
the portal with only a few clicks.

Portal start page
The new portal start page provides a better overview of recent changes and offers key actions for 
selection.

Approve model changes (mini workflow) A new mini workflow is introduced to approve model changes in ARIS Connect.

Follow and unfollow items
Following and unfollowing items (e.g., a process model) is supported as well as viewing all up-
dates and comments in a specific stream.

Private collaboration groups Private collaboration groups can be created and participants can be invited to join them.

Reporting
The reporting functionality in the Design thin client of ARIS Connect is extended to include a new 
report types.

Version handling
Version handling of models is supported through change lists, a lock/unlock functionality, and an 
approval workflow.

Multi-tenancy support
Multi-tenancy is now supported to run multiple tenants (e.g., for different legal entities) on the 
same machine.

IE8 support IE8 is supported for ARIS Connect Viewers.

Navigate between ARIS Connect and ARIS 
Architect/Designer

ARIS Connect users can easily change a model using their existing ARIS Architect if they are ARIS 
Connect and ARIS Architect users at the same time.
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